
Obstacle Course, of Course

GOAL

minimum of three actions. A[[ teams that design a suc-

cessful three-action obstacle course will be declared

victorious!

Name: Date:

MATERIALS

TIME TO CREATE

o'l

INDIVIDUAL ACTIVITY

Read the following, hightighting important information, and then answer the questions.

You've learned about the scientific physics concepts of force, motion, inertia, gravity, friction,

and balance. Now you're going to apply these ideas in the design of an obstacle course for a marble.

You will want to use gravity to help the marble move. Understanding how kinetic energy works with
potential energy wi[[ help your team use other objects to create a cause-and-effect path for the marble

to transfer from one action to another. When designing your obstacle course, you will include a series

of tubes, tracks, lifts, hoists, and other modes to enable the marble to go from one point to another.

ln thinking about kinetic and potentiaI energy, you'tlwant to strategically ptace objects to change

the marble's direction or affect the marble's speed. By using kinetic and potential energy, the marbte

will stay on track and transfer from one location to another.

Designing your obstacle course to include a minimum of three actions wi[[ require you to think
about the causes and effects of mechanical engineering options. Engineers must think about the rela-

tionships of one action and another.

r. How does the size of a loop affect the velocity of an obiect?

2. How does the mass of an object affect its speed?

3. How does friction affect an obiect?
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4. Potential Energy is

its

of an obiect due to

or

6.

7.

5. Kinetic energy is the energy that an object has due to

Kinetic energy depends on the

and of an object.

Kinetic energy is transferred from one object to another when

Levers also help move objects. How does the placement of the pivot point affect the object's

movement? The longer the arm is, the the distance is that

frommust be traveled, because it's

the . ln terms of speed, this will make the object

8. Think about different engineering actions you want to include in your obstacle course foryour

marble to trave[. Make a list of three different ideas.

a.

b.

c.

9. Friction can cause the marble to slow down when necessary. There are different ways to cre-
ate friction in your team's obstacle course. Name a couple of ways in which you might create
friction, with the available supplies, for your team's marble.

10. What types of actions and reactions do you want to include in your obstacle course? List three
or more actions and decide which available supplies might provide the desired result in your
team's obstacle course. This will take some thought. List the action, the reaction, and the
supplies needed.

a.

b.

c.
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TEAM CHALLENGE

Participants willworktogether in teams of two or three for 3o minutes to make an obstacle course

with at least three actions. Using any of the materials provided, construct an obstacle course for a

marble that willhave a minimum of three actions. Once the marble is released at the starting point,

a minimum of three separate actions willtake place before the marble reaches the finish. Share and

review each team member's ideas (listed previously on this activity sheet), and decide which ones you

wi[[ incorporate into your team's design, perhaps with modifications.

List the actions that you will include in your obstacle course below. These actions wil[ be the plan

for your team's obstacle course. List the item, the action, and the reaction.

7.

3.

Work together to design the obstacle course, keeping in mind that you have limited time, and

that everybody's contributions are valuable. Once the teacher starts the time, you will have exactly 3o
minutes to design an obstacle course and build it. Once the teacher signals that time is up, stop work-

ing immediately. Any team that continues to work after the time has been called may be disqualified.

Start Time 

-: 

+ 30 Minutes = 

-:- 

End Time

After the team cha[[enge, answer the fo[[owing questions.

1. Which action from your obstacle course was your favorite? Explain why.

2. Of att of the other obstacle coLlrses, which action was your favorite? Describe the material

used and the action that occurred.
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j. Explain one action
the intended goal.

, either from your team's or another team's course, that did not accomplish

4. What could have been done differently to prevent the action's failure?

5. Thinkofanothermaterialthatcoutdhavebeenprovidedthatmighthaveaddedtoyourobsta-
cle course. Describe the item and the action.
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